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Chapte rr  2 

Thee Atla s detecto r at th e LHC 

AA study of the discovery potential of supersymmetry at a general purpose* detector as Atlas 
requiress a fast and tunable simulation program. After a short introduction to the LHC' 
collider,, the Atlas detector is described. In section three it is explained how a simulation 
packagee is developped on the basis of a detector response simulation. This package1 allows 
thee exploration of the*  vast parameter span that supersymmetry n*spres(*nts. 

2.11 The Larg e Hadro n Collide r 

2.1.11 Hadro n collider s 

Thee highest center of mass energies and. hence, the best reach for supersymmetric particles 
iss provided by hadron colliders. At present the*  Tevatron collides protons and anti-protons 
withh a center of mass energy of 2 TeV. In 2006 the LHC is expected to be in operation, 
providingg proton-proton collisienis at an energy of 14 TeV. Hadron ce>llidcrs can reach 
higherr energies than e~e+ colliders, like LEP. because of the use* of heavier beam particles. 
Whenn particles circulate*, synchrotron radiation is emitted, resulting in an energy loss of 
thee beam particles. For a give*n beam energy the*  energy loss is proportional to the mass 
(m)) of the beam particle; as m~4. Because a pn>ton is 2000 times he*avier than an electron, 
thee synchrotron radiation in hadron colliders is a factor of 1.6 x 1 0u less for the*  same 
energy. . 

Inn proton colliders a correction on the center of mass energy comes from the fact that 
protonss consist of partons. The collisions in hadron colliders take place between two 
partons,, each carrying a fraction x of the momentum of the protem. Henc-e, the*, effective* 
centerr of mass energy is defined as: 

y/êy/ê = y/xaxbs (2.1) 

The**  probability of finding a partem with momentum fraction x at a certain scale*  at which 
thee interaction take*s place is parametrised by the parton distribution function f(x.Q2). 
Thiss functiem also de*pends on the variable Q2, which is defined as the*  energy transfe'r 
(orr scale) of the collision. The* parton functions appe*ar. in for instance*, cross section 
calee ulations (a) for a process like AB —> cX [19. 20]: 

VAB^CXVAB^CX = / dxH / dxbfA(xa)fj?(xb)& ab̂ rX (2.2) 
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Thee Atlas detector at the LHC 

wheree f(x) gives the probability to find a parton a (b) inside proton A (B) and a is 
thee cross section at the partonic level. Some parton distribution functions xf(x, Q2) are 
plottedd in figure 2.1. 
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Figuree 2.1: Parton distribution functions xf (x.Q2) as a function of the momentum fraction 
forfor gluons, u-quarks and ü-quarks inside the proton for Q = 100 GeV [21]. 

Duee to the fact that protons are composite objects the total cross section for pp (pp) 
collisionss is high, while the production cross sections for new physics (in the form of heavy 
particles)) is expectedd to be relatively low. To illustrate this: the total pp cross section is of 
thee order of 100 mb. new physics, like supersymmetry. is expected to have cross sections 
off  the order of 1 nb or less. In figure 2.2 the various production cross sections are plotted 
ass a function of the center of mass energy. 

Too produce a large number of interesting events, luminosity is an important issue in 
colliders.. This, because the number of observed events depends on luminosity and cross 
sectionn as follows: 

NN = «ƒ' (t)dt (t)dt TC TC (2.3) ) 

wheree L is the instantaneous luminosity, £ the integrated luminosity and N the number 
off  produced events. 

Inn table 2.1 the relevant colliders around the world are listed with their beam energy, 
beamm particles and luminosity. 

2.1.22 Design parameters of the LHC 

Thee Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is to be built in the tunnel used previously for the LEP 
acceleratorr with a circumference of 26.7 kilometres. The LHC will exceed its precursors 
byy far, both in center of mass energy and luminosity. It wil l provide hadronic collisions 

34 4 forr four detectors1. The design value for the luminosity is L = 10 
machinee wil l start with two low-luminosity years with a luminosity of L = 10s" 
[22]. . 

s"1,, but the 
333 , . , „ - 2 „ - I 

'Thee detectors are: Atlas [23]. CMS [24], and LHCb [25], of which only Atlas is described in this 
thesis.. Besides pp collisions, the LHC will provide also heavy-ion collisions for the Alice detector [26]. 
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2.22 The Atlas detector 
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Figuree 2.2: Cross sections for hard scattering versus the center of mass energy. 

Acceleratedd beam particles arrive at the interaction points in so-called bunches at a 
frequencyy of 40 MHz. It means that the bunch crossing interval is 25 ns. The highest 
bunchh crossing frequency so-far was achieved at HERA, where the accelerator operates 
att a frequency of 10 MHz. The high frequency is needed to achieve high luminosity, but 
i tt wil l require fast readout electronics in the experiments. Due to the finite length of the 
bunches,, the points of collisions (i.e. primary vertex) wil l be distributed with a spread of 
5.66 cm along the beam-line. The transverse radius of each bunch wil l be 15 fim, giving 
muchh more restriction of the interaction region in the transverse than in the longitudinal 
plane. . 

Recallingg the total interaction cross section of 100 mb. about 109 interactions per 
secondd or 25 interactions per bunch crossing are expected. Most of these wil l be soft and 
aree called minimum bias events. Minimum bias wil l add background signals to the signals 
off  interest. Hence, some physics programs2 are more accessible at low luminosity, where 
thee number of minimum bias events is only a few. 

2.22 The Atlas detector 

Ass most collider detectors, Atlas consists of large cylindrically shaped subdetectors around 
thee beam pipe and exhibits an onion-like structure. Different subdetectors are combined 

22 A complete overview of the physics programs of the Atlas experiment is given in references [27], [17] 
andd [28]. In this thesis only a study of supersymmetry is treated. 
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Thee Atlas detector at th e LHC 

accelerator r 

SppS SppS 

HERA A 

LEP P 

Tevairon n 

LHC C 

location n 

CERN N 

DESY Y 

CERN N 

KNAL L 

CERN N 

date e 

1981-1990 0 

1990-... . 

1989-2000 1989-2000 

1987-... . 

2000-... . 

beamm particles 

W W 
ep ep 

eë eë 

PP PP 

PP PP 

max.. Ecm[GeV] 

630 0 

300 0 

209 9 

2000 0 

14000 0 

LL [cm-2s-1] 

CC x 1030 

1.44 x 1031 

55 x 1031 

2.11 x 1032 

11 x 1034 

Tablee 2.1: Various high energy colliders around the world (numbers are taken from [29}). 

too identify a specific type of particle or measure a specific property. The layout of Atlas 
iss depicted in figure 2.3. In this cut-away view of the detector the eylindrically shaped 
detectorss (known as barrels) can he seen, closed at both ends by so-called end caps. The 
endd caps ensure an almost complete angular coverage. The outermost subdeteetor. the 
imiDi ii  chambers, determines the overall dimensions of Atlas: the detector measures 22 m 
inn diameter and 46 m in length. 

Thee Atlas experiment uses a remarkable two magnetic fields topology. One supercon-
ductingg magnet inside the calorimeters generates a solenoid field of 2 T with field lines 
alongg the beam-pipe which bend the particle tracks in the transverse plane. Another 
magnett wil l be built enclosing only the muon tracker for a stand alone union momentum 
measurement.. This magnet produces a toroidal field bending unions in the r-z plain1. The 
Atlass detector is extensively described in [23]; a summary of the calorimeters and the 
innerr detector is given below. Mainly the inner detector and the calorimeters are used in 
thee physics studies, presented in chapter G. 

2.2.11 The calorimeter s 

Calorimetryy plays a dominant role in almost all the physics analyses. It is designed to 
measuree the total energy of particles with a high precision. For instance, the search for the 
Higgss boson via its decay channel: h —> 77 completely relies on the energy resolution of the 
(electromagnetic)) calorimeter. Furthermore a high granularity is needed to separate jets 
inn high jet multiplicity events. Collisions, producing supersymmetric particles, can easily 
have11 more than seven jots (section 6.2). At least, as important is the angular coverage of 
thee detector. If a stable and neutral LSP is produced, the signal in the detector is the 
missingg transverse energy. This signal can only be detected if the detector has a close to 
AirAir  coverage. Hence, besides the barrel ami the end caps, the calorimeters also contain a 
forwardd calorimeter (end plug) at very low angles, close1 to the beam-pipe at large rapidity 
ass shown in figure 2.4. 

Ann incident particle wil l create a shower of particles in a calorimeter. The energy from 
thee incident particle wil l be divided within the detector among subsequently produced 
particless until all energy is deposited in the detector material. The density of the shower 
iss a measure for the incident, energy. The nature1 of the incident particle determines the 
typee of shower: it can be either electromagnetic or hadronic. 

Electromagneticc showers depend on the atomic number (Z) of the material in the 
calorimeter,, because the cross sections of electromagnetic interactions scale with Z2; the 
squaree of the charge1 of the nucleus. Hadronic interactions are inelastic scattering pro-
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2.22 The Atlas detector 

Figuree 2.3: A three dimensional view of the Atlas detector, with the various detector parts 
indicated.indicated. The protons enter the detector on the left and right side, whereafter the collision 
takestakes place in the center. The total height of the detector is 22 m and the length is 46 m. 
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Thee Atlas detector at the LHC 
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Figuree 2.4: Cross-sectional view of the Atlas calorimeter. 

cessess and their cross sections scale with the atomic weight (A) as A1/3. This is used to 
distinguishh the two types of showers. 

Bothh the electromagnetic and the hadronic calorimeter in Atlas [30] consists of alter-
natingg passive and active detection layers (and are therefore called sampling calorimeters). 
Thee electromagnetic calorimeter is built up of lead absorber plates. Lead has a radiation 
lengthh (XQ) of 0.56 cm and a hadronic interaction length (A) of 17.1 cm. These lengths are 
aa measure for the mean free path between respectively an electromagnetic interaction (X0) 
andd a hadronic interaction (A). Incident electrons and photons, in contrast to hadrons. 
aree completely absorbed in the lead absorber plates. The gaps between the lead plates 
aree filled with liquid argon. Charge carriers, created in the detection layers, drift under 
highh voltage through the liquid argon to charge collection readout pads. The total col-
lectedd charge is a measure for the deposited energy. The precision of the electromagnetic 
calorimeterr is expected to be (E in GeV): 

O_E_ O_E_ 

E E 

10% % 

E E 
©© 0.5% (2.4) ) 

The11 hadronic barrel calorimeter collects scintillation light instead of charge: The absorber 
consistss of iron tiles perpendicular to the beam axis, separated by plastic scintillators. 
Thee scintillators are read out by wavelength shifting fibres. The resolution of the hadron 
calorimeterr is expected to be worse than the electromagnetic: calorimeter, mainly due to 
thee larger fluctuations in hadronic showers. The precision is expected to be [E in GeV): 

O_E_ O_E_ 

E E 

50% % 
©© 3% (2.5) ) 

Inn the forward region both types of calorimeters are integrated into a high density 
calorimeter,, which consists of copper and tungsten tiles separated by liquid argon. 
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2.22 The Atlas detector 

Figuree 2.5: Three dimensional view of the Atlas inner detector with the three detector types 
indicated:indicated: pixel detector, silicon strip detector and transition radiation tracker (TRT) (from 
[31]).[31]). The inner detector measures 9 m in length and 115 cm in radius. 

2.2.22 The inner detector 

Ass shown in figure 2.5, the Atlas inner detector consists from inside out of the follow-
ingg subdetectors: silicon pixel detectors, silicon strip detectors and a transition radiation 
tracker.. The experience at LEP showed the reliability of silicon detectors in collider ex-
periments.. The Atlas detector design foresees in the use of more than 63 m2 of silicon 
detectorss [31]. This is a large increase compared to LEP! . which demonstrates the avail-
abilityy and maturity of the technology. It also indicates the importance of tracking in 
thee Atlas experiment. The number of silicon detection layers is limited due to their costs 
andd because the detectors introduce material, which enhances the multiple scattering of 
trackss in the detector. Where the silicon tracker provides accurate measurements of space 
pointss close to the interaction point, the transition radiation tracker (TRT) gives more 
spacee points per track, but with less precision. Figure 2.G shows the number of space 
pointss per track for the TRT and for the pixel and strip detector. The combination of 
discretee and continuous tracking wil l give a robust pattern recognition. Furthermore, the 
TRTT has capabilities for electron identification. 

Thee tasks of the inner tracker are: 

 Transverse momentum measurements. This is achieved by measuring the curvature 
off  tracks in the magnetic field. Because the magnet is a solenoid, charged particles 
aree bent in the x-y plane. Hence, the spatial precision of the inner detector is 
mostt important in the ^direction, while the precision in the z-direction is of less 
importance.. The aim of Atlas is to have a momentum resolution of Ap/p < 30% at 
5000 GeV for |r?| < 2.0 and no worse than 50% for \r}\  = 2.5. 

 Measurement of event topology and assignment of tracks to the right primary vertex. 

 Finding the primary vertex (especially for events with more than one interaction 
perr bunch crossing) to better than 1 mm in the z coordinate. 

3Forr instance, the vertex detector in the DELPHI detector at LEP consists of 1.8 m2 of active silicon 
[32]. . 
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Thee Atlas detector at the LHC 
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Figuree 2.6: Number of hits per track in the TRT (a) and in the pixel detector and strip detector 
(b)(b) as a function of rapidity (f]) (from [33]). 

 Electron identification by means of transition radiation measurement. 

 Finding secondary vertices. 

Thiss last item is of high interest. A tracking system close to the primary vertex can 
identifyy unstable, but relatively long living particles by measuring their decay-length. 
Trackss from these decays wil l not point to the primary vertex, but to a displaced or 
secondaryy vertex. The distance between the primary and the secondary vertex is then 
thee decay-length. Most B-mesons for instance, decay within a few millimetres from the 
primaryy vertex. Displaced vertices provide a powerful tool to tag 6-decays. Silicon trackers 
att LHC experiments wil l play a crucial role in important physics programs which involve 
6-taggingg [34]: 

 Higgs search: A light Higgs boson wil l decay predominantly in 6-quarks: Br(ft —> bb) 
iss about 85% for mmggs < 100 GeV. 

 i-Physics: the Standard Model prediction of top quark decays into &-quarks is: 
Br(tBr(t —> bW) is about 100%. A good secondary vertex tagging is needed to in-
vestigatee new physics in top-decays [35]. Although the £-quark was discovered at 
Fermilab,, more precise data on the i-quark (mass, cross sections) wil l come from 
measurementss at the LHC. 

 CP violation in the beauty system. This study completely relies on the reconstruc-
tionn of long lived B-mesons. 

Thee design efficiency of 6-tagging in the Atlas experiment operated at the highest lu-
minosityy is better than 30% and a factor of 10 rejection of non-6 jets. In chapter 6 the 
performancee of the inner detector proves to be crucial in the reconstruction of an unstable, 
longg lived LSP. 
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2.22 The Atlas detector 

Transitio nn radiatio n tracke r ( T R T ) 

Likewisee to the calorimeters the transition radiation tracker consists of a barrel and a 
forwardd detector. The barrel part of this gaseous tracker consists of 150 cm long straws of 
44 mm diameter, oriented parallel to the beam-pipe. The end cap consists of radial straws. 
Onee straw is a xenon gas-filled tube with an anode wire. Charge carriers freed in the gas 
byy traversing particles are collected at this wire. Additional signals can be induced by 
transition-radiationtransition-radiation photons. Space between the straws is filled with a thin foil (in the end 
caps)) or a polyethylene fibre (in the barrel). These radiators create transition-radiation 
photons,, with a probability proportional to the Lorentz boost (7 = E/m) of the traversing 
particle.. Traversing electrons (for which the probability of creating transition-radiation 
photonss is high) leave a signal in the TRT, which wil l pass a higher threshold and can 
thuss be discriminated from the signals left by other particles. 

Electronn identification is important for many physics programs, as for instance B-
physics.. The performance of studying CP-violation in the decay B° —» J/4>K® with the 
subsequentt decay J/ip —> e+e~ depends largely on electron identification. 

Silico nn stri p detecto r 

Thee silicon strip detector provides precise information on at least four hit-points per 
trackk and contributes to the measurement of transverse momentum, impact parameter 
andd vertex position. 

Thee detector configuration of the silicon strip tracker is very modular: microstrips 
buildd up modules which are mounted on 4 barrel layers and 18 end cap disks as shown in 
figurefigure 2.5. One barrel strip module containing 768 strips, is depicted in figure 2.7. The 
sizee of the strips in this module is 80 /mix 126 mm. There are two layers of silicon; the 
secondd layer is rotated 40 mrad. The rotation of the modules is such that the spatial 
resolutionn is optimised according to the magnetic field orientation in a collider detector 
(i.e.. the resolution in 2 is not so important). The design parameters for the silicon tracker 
aree given in table 2.2. 

Figuree 2.7: Barrel strip module. Shown are the strips connected to the readout chips on a 
hybrid.hybrid. The dashed line indicates the underlying half module with 40 mrad rotation. 
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T h ee Atla s detecto r at th e LH C 

Thee forward modules are similar in construction as the barrel modules, but wedge 
shapedd instead. There are three sets of forward modules which have4 a different geometry. 
Theyy are to be mounted on three rings on the forward disks. 

Thee support structures on which the strip modules are mounted are low mass carbon 
compositee structures, which constitute only lOVf of the total weight of the silicon detector. 
Muchh attention is paid to the cooling of'the silicon detectors. Cooling (which will keep 
thee silicon modules below -Ü °C) is needed to remove the heat that is produced by the 
front-endd electronics in the inner detector. The support structures are rigid and must 
excludee thermal deformation. 

detectorr element size 

## layers/disks 

## modules 

;// coverage 

totall # channels 

totall active area 

pixell detector 

barrel l 

500 x 300 /on 

3 3 

158(3 3 

7 7 

forward d 

500 A 300 //in 

22 x 5 

22 x 500 

1.7-- 2.5 

111)) x 1()(J 

2.33 n r 

stripp detector 

barrel l 

Slll //in x 12(3 nun 

•1 1 

22 x 2112 

1 1 

forward d 

O:: (71-90) //in x 12(3 mm 

M :: (70-9-1) /an x 12(3 mm 

I :: (5-1-70) //m x 126 mm 

2 x ! J J 

22 x 2 x 988 

1.4-- 2.5 

13.22 x 1(),J 

(31.11 in 2 

Tablee 2.2: Main parameters of the silicon tracker at Atlas. Note that there are three sets of 

forwardforward strip module, which are to be mounted on respectively the outer (O), middle (M) or 

thethe inner (I) ring on the strip disks. The numbers given here have been changed during the 

designdesign phase of the Atlas experiment. The parameters listed here are the ones that are used 

inin the simulations as treated in chapter 5 and 6. 

Pixe ll d e t e c t o r 

Thee pixel detector is to be installed close to the beam-pipe on three barrel layers and ten 
forwardd disks. The inner most barrel layer plays a major role in the study of B-physics 
andd is therefore also referred to as B-layer. The forward disks ensure three1 precise1 space1 

pointss along a track with a rapidity of |r/| < 2.5. 
Thee pixels, sized 300 x 50 /on2, are' the1 smallest eleienten- elements in the Atlas detec-

ted.. The1 high granularity is needeul hero, because the density of tracks is the1 largest close1 

te>> the int.eractkm point. Two track separation can t.lion only be achieves! with detected 
elementss with high spatial resolution. The average1 (expected occupancy wil l be1 in the1 

orderr of one in a themsand fe>r the B-layer at high luinhie>sity. 
Notee that the1 aspect ratie) e>f the1 pixe'1 is such that the1 spatial precision in the1 x — y 

plane11 is hightT than in the other direction (along the1 beam direction) in ae-cordance with 
the11 requirement, in a collider detector with a bending se)leine)iel magnetic fie-lel. 

Thee configuration of the pixtd detector is shnular to that of the strip detector. Like1 

thee modules for the silicon strip detector, the pixel modules are staggerer! as elepicted in 
figuree 2.8. In this way. they overlap by a few millimetres anel a complete angular coverage 
(inn 0) is ensured for tracks with a transverse mennemtuni of more than 1 CleV. In table1 

2.22 the various design parameters for the1 pixel detce-t.e>r are1 listed. 
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2.33 Detector parametrisation 

Inn chapters 3 and 4, the design, operation and performance of an Atlas prototype pixel 
detectorr is extensively discussed. 

Figuree 2.8: Three dimensional view of the pixel detector. Modules are staggered on three 
barrelbarrel layers at average radii of 4 cm, 11 cm and 14 cm and on disks located at z = 50, 61, 
67,67, 84 and 92 cm. 

2.33 Detector parametrisation 

Too evaluate the design of such a complex system as the Atlas detector, Monte Carlo 
simulationss are crucial. In general, the Monte Carlo simulation processes can be divided 
inn three steps. 

Firstt a set of events is generated following known rules for a certain physics process. 
Forr each event the output of such a program is a number of particles parametrised with 
aa particle identity and an energy-momentum vector. 

Secondly,, to follow the path of these particles through the detector, all subdetectors 
aree described as a collection of volumes, characterised with an exact size and a material 
description.. Both active elements (crystals, scintillators, wires etc.) and passive compo-
nentss (support structures, cooling, cables, etc. ) are incorporated in this description. The 
calculationn of the energy loss and the trajectory of a particle on its way through these 
volumess of different materials is performed with a software package called GEANT [36]. 
Thiss program is also used by most other high energy physics experiments. The GEANT 
packagee is complete in the sense that most dominant physics processes that influence a 
particle,, traversing the detector are taken into account: the magnetic field, energy losses 
duee to ionisation and Bremsstrahhmg, photon conversion and decay of long lived particles 
aree properly simulated. 
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Thirdly,, a digitisation is applied transforming the energy loss into the detector re-
sponse.. In this step the simulated interaction of a traversing particle with a sensitive 
detectorr volume is transformed into a form of digitised hit coordinates. The output of 
thee digitisation is close to the detector output as obtained from a running experiment. 

Fromm the simulated detector response events can he reconstructed using pattern recog-
nitionn and track fitting software. 

Forr many applications, like the study of supersyminetry with its large parameter space 
suchh a detailed simulation and event reconstruction is too much time- and computing 
powerr consuming. Therefore parametrisations arc developed, which are an intermediated 
stepp between the event generator output and full detector simulation. Instead of a detailed 
simulationn the energy-momentum four vectors obtained from the event generator are 
modified.. Detector effects like rapidity coverage, jot reconstruct ion and track performance 
aree parametrised. Using a parametrised simulation, fast estimations for various physics 
channelss can be obtained which are reasonably close to what can be expected to be 
measured. . 

2.3.11 Calorimete r parametrisatio n 

Forr the calorimeter parametrisation a simplified geometry is taken. In the geometry 
descriptionn the granularity is set to 0.1x0.1 in i) x 0 for \i]\  < 3 and 0.2 x 0.2 for \rj\  > 3. 
Thee total 77-eovorage is \rj\  < 5. The geometry is coded in a. software package called 
ATLFASTT [37]. 

Thiss package distributes the energy from the four momenta of particles (visible to the 
calorimeter)) obtained from event generators, in a cell map that reflects the granularity and 
thee (simplified) geometry of the calorimeters. The calorimeter cells an1 homogeneously 
distributedd over the detector, so for instance no cracks are taken into account. Also the 
possibilityy of energy deposition of a particle in more than one cell is ignored, although 
moree than one particle can deposit its energy in a cell. Cells arc1 then clustered and 
clusterss are stored if they contain an energy above a predefined threshold value (default 
valuee of 10 GeV). The cluster energy is smeared using the expected detector resolutions, 
givenn in equations 2.4 and 2.5. For large values of r\ a resolution is taken which is a factor 
off  two worse. The effect of the magnetic field is parametrised by a shift of the hit cluster 
coordinatess in the transverse plane. 

Inn the (went reconstruction phase, jet algorithms are applied to reconstruct jots from 
clusterss and isolation cuts are introduced to define isolated leptons. Event reconstruction 
usingg ATLFAST is treated in chapter 5. 

2.3.22 Inne r detecto r parametrisatio n 

Thee parametrised detector geometry of the inner detector includes the complete TRT and 
precisionn tracker and is shown in figure 2.9. Optionally the B-layer can be excluded. The 
barrell  region of the inner detector is represented by a continuous layer with a cylindrical 
shape.. It means that both the sensitive (detection) area and insensitive material, like 
supportt frame, cooling and beam pipe are homogeneously distributed in the transverse 
plane.. In the forward region the inner tracker is represented by homogeneous disks covered 
withh an active detection layer. The TRT geometry, which consists of many straw layers 
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2.33 Detector parametrisation 

iss reduced to a simplified form: Several straw layers are combined in so-called superlayers 
ass can be seen in figure 2.9 (a). The barrel consists of 8 superlayers, while the forward 
regionn is built up from 8 disks. 

Chargedd particles traversing a magnetic field form helix-like tracks. The errors in the 
determinationn of the track parameters consist of intrinsic errors and multiple scattering. 
Thee first error originates from the spatial precision of the tracker, whereas the latter is 
determinedd by the amount of material in the detector. Note that multiple scattering is 
introducedd here as an error on the measurement. A particle that is scattered significantly 
leavess a track in the detector that exhibits a kink. Such a kink can in principle be 
reconstructedd if one allows for kinks in the track reconstruction by fitting segments of the 
particlee track. Such a track reconstruction asks for a more complex pattern recognition 
andd track fitting program. In the parametrisation used in this study, kinks are ignored and 
trackss are assumed to be smooth curves. As a result the resolution of the inner detector 
iss slightly underestimated, since in principle kinks can be recognized and accounted for 
andd in that case do not contribute to the error on the track parameters. 

Thee chi-square value for a least square fit  of the predicted helix can be split into two 
terms: : 

XX = Xint + Xms (2-OJ 

wheree xïnt '1S the contribution of the intrinsic error and Xms ^ t n e contribution of the 
multiplee scattering. Both contributions are described below. Note that effects like energy 
loss,, pair production, photon conversion etc. are not included. Therefore the contribution 
inn equation 2.6 is quite realistic for muons and pions, but less for electrons. Parametrisa-
tionn of electron tracks is fully based on GEANT studies and is described in more detail 
inn chapter 5. 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 2.9: The layout of the inner detector as used in the parametrisation (a). Besides the layers 
ofof the precision tracker, also the superlayer definition of the TRT is shown. In (b) the material 
budgetbudget in radiation length is shown. 
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detector r 

pixel l 

strip p 

TRT T 

position n 

barrel l 

endd cap 

barrel l 

endd cap inner ring 

endd cap middle ring, inner part 

endd cap middle ring, outer part 

endd cap outer ring, inner part 

endd cap outer ring, outer part 

barrel l 

barrell disk 

extendedd barrel 1 

extendedd barrel 2 

extendedd barrel 3 

endd cap 

longitudinall (L) 

resolutionn [/xm] 

87 7 

78 8 

530 0 

396 6 

509 9 

605 5 

513 3 

588 8 

--
--
--
--
--
--

transversee (T) 

resolutionn h/m] 

11.6 6 

11.6 6 

15 5 

11 1 

14 4 

17 7 

15 5 

17 7 

100100 (superlayer) 

700 (superlayer) 

1000 (superlayer) 

1000 (superlayer) 

1244 (superlayer) 

1000 (superlayer) 

Tablee 2.3: Inner detector resolutions used in the detector parametrisation. 

Intrinsi cc  erro r contributio n 

Iff  a track is determined by a set of measurements on n planes the intrinsic part of the 

chi-squaree ( x L ) i s g i v e n b) T ; 

y 22 - l/2^2{xl/2^2{xhiUlhiUl - xJiui)
TRlt

l(xhlt,i - Xfit. (2.7) ) 

wheree Xhit.i and Xfnj are the measured, respectively the predicted track parameter on the 
zthh plane. Rn is the covariance matrix on the ith plane and is given by: 

oL<oL< 0 
RnRn — 

0 0 o o z,i z,i 

(2.8) ) 

Heree the covariance matrix is defined in terms of a transverse (r0) and a longitudinal (z) 
coordinate.. Apart from the strip detector, where the stereo angle between the strips layers 
correlatess the intrinsic detector resolution in both the transverse and longitudinal plane, 
thee transverse coordinates are independent from the longitudinal ones. In the geometrical 
descriptionn of the Atlas inner detector as in section 2.2.2. the intrinsic detector resolutions 
aree taken as summarised in table 2.3. 

Thee detector resolutions given in table 2.3 are defined as a longitudinal (oL) or trans-
versee (crr) resolution based on their element size and further tuned according to full 
simulations.. Given these resolutions more realistic resolutions are obtained by transform-
ingg them in resolution on the coordinates ré and z. For the barrel strip detector the 
resolutionss are defined: 

o~o~rr<p<p — O~T and oz = o i (2.9) 

andd for the barrel pixel the resolutions are: 

aar4>r4>  = KO~T and oz= . (2.10) 
sinn u + cos 0 
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2.33 Detector parametrisation 

wheree 6 is the polar angle of the track with respect to the 2-axis. The factor K is a function 
off  6 and given by: 

11 | cot 0| < 1 

\f tan00 1< \co\9\ <4 .2 
V2J)V2J) 4.2 < |eot(9| < 5.4 ( ^ 
v ^^ | cot 9\ > 5.4 

These?? K -factors are ennpirieally obtained by tuning the resolutions to the full simula-
tions. . 

Inn the end cap region the r value of a hit coordinate is determined instead of z. The 
relationn between r and z is here: z — r cot6. so the resolutions arc defined as (for both 
thee strip and pixel end caps): 

aarr<?<? = &T and az = aLcotO (2-12) 

Thee intrinsic resolutions of the TRT are obtained from full simulations as well. 

Multipl ee scatterin g contributio n 

Tin11 effects of multiple scattering that disturb the determination of track parameters are 
includedd in the parametrisation. The radiation lengths of both detection (dements and 
insensitivee material (as for instance cooling pipes and beam pipes) are taken into account. 
Trackss of charged particles that traverse1 material undergo small deflections due to multiple 
scattering.. The scattering angle is Gaussian distributed with a width of [29]: 

ffQffQ = °mS^Gv™zy/x/X0[l  + 0.038 \n(x/X0)\ (2.13) 

wheree p. 3c and z are the momentum, velocity and charge number of the traversing 
particle,, x/X(i the1 thickness of the material in radiation leuigth. The chi-square value due 
too multiple1 scattering is defined as ( the sum is again oveT the n measurement planes): 

xLL = l/2^(a,;)rA/ i7
1(«,) (2.14) 

77 = 1 

wheree a, is the ven-ten' of the1 transverse1 and longitudinal scattering angles (respectively 
(A 00 and A8) on the ith plane: 

a,a, = (AÓ. A cot 9) (2.15) 

The11 covariance matrix (A/,,) is also split in a transverse1 part and a longituelina.1 part: 

Here11 k are elefineel as: 

A-,.!!  - 0.()136\/I,(1 +().()38hiL,-)2-ƒ.,-_!(1 +0.038In L ^ ) 2 (2.17) 

h..2h..2 = kLl/smO (2.18) 
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wheree 0 is the polar angle with respect to the c-axis and L, is defined as the radiation 
lengthh summed up to the current plane /: 

LiLi = Y,XilX» (2-19) 

Inn figure 2.9 (b) the material budget for the inner detector is shown. 
AA FORTRAN program was developed [38], which calculates the intrinsic errors and 

contributionn of the multiple scattering of the track parameters using the parametrised 
descriptionn of the Atlas inner detector. In this program a track is followed through 
thee inner detector, summing all the material and the intrinsic detector resolution of the 
detectionn layers plus services which it encounters. For each track a covariance matrix is 
determinedd as a function of the track momentum, r) and o value. The explicit calculation 
off  the covariance matrices is detailed in [85]. Tin1 smearing of tracks according to the 
totall  covariance matrix is treated in chapter 5. 
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